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Where Biden’s vaccine mandate would hit — and miss
By Tayor Miller Thomas, POLITICO Pro DataPoint

Lauren Gardner contributed to this story

Sources: CDC Covid Data Center; Massachusetts Department of Public Health; Texas Health and Human Services; U.S. 
Census Bureau, POLITICO reports

Notes: All data on vaccination rates from CDC except for: Texas data comes from Texas Health and Human Services and 
reflects percent of population over the age of 12 who are fully vaccinated; Massachusetts data comes from Massachusetts 
Department of Public Health and reflects percent of population over age of 12 who are fully vaccinated. Counties in 
Georgia, Hawaii, Vermont, Virginia and West Virginia and eight California counties are not charted on scatter plots due to 
insufficient data. 

The Biden administration’s employer-based vaccine mandate has the potential to dramatically boost the number of vaccinated Americans in counties 
where adult vaccine rates are lagging behind, according to a POLITICO analysis of Census and CDC data.

The administration is preparing to enact a vaccine mandate covering workers at large businesses, health care employers and federal employees and 
contractors. Of those, the order that would affect the largest number of Americans would be the Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s 
emergency temporary standard to cover workers at businesses with at least 100 employees. The ETS will require these workers either be vaccinated or 
submit to weekly Covid-19 testing.

In places where the adult vaccination rate is under 50 percent, the vast majority of workers — nearly 90 percent — work in counties where most employees 
would be covered by the standard, according to the 2018 Census data, the most recent available from the Census Bureau’s Statistics of U.S. Businesses.

One-third of Americans in the private sector, however, work at businesses with fewer than 100 employees. The analysis shows how the mandate is likely to 
miss parts of the country where people tend to work for smaller companies and be unvaccinated — places that still pose a challenge to stopping the spread 
of Covid-19. 

Top-left quadrant: The vaccination mandate will affect a low percentage of these employees. 
There are only a handful of counties, representing a miniscule part of the state’s population, 
where vaccination rates are already high but where few employees work at large firms.

Top-right: The state’s largest counties are likely to already have higher vaccine rates and are 
likely to have a large portion of workers covered by the order. Slightly more than 615,000 
employees work in St. Louis County (the most of any Missouri county). Seventy-three percent of 
employees work for a large firm and 64 percent of adults in the county are fully vaccinated.

Lower-right: Workers in medium-sized counties are likely to be covered by the order, and don’t 
have high vaccine rates yet. Buchanan County is home to about 44,000 workers. Nearly 
three-quarters of employees in the county work for a large firm, but just 40 percent of the 
county’s adults are fully vaccinated. 

Lower-left quadrant: The smallest counties have some of the lowest vaccination rates and 
don’t have many workers at large firms. About one-third of adults in Ozark County are fully 
vaccinated — but only 21 percent of employees in the county work at a large firm, making it 
unlikely that workers in Ozark and its peer counties will be covered by the mandate. 

By comparing maps of vaccination rates and employees who work at large businesses, it is possible to see how the mandate could affect workers in each county.

The left map shows that counties closer to large cities, like Kansas City, St. Louis and capital Jefferson City, tend to have higher vaccination rates. About 57 percent 
of Missourians over 18 were fully vaccinated as of Sept. 20, per data from the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services.

The map on the right shows the percent of employees who worked for a firm with at least 100 employees in each county as of 2018. Firms are single businesses or 
groups of businesses owned by the same entity in the same industry and geographic area. As of 2018, two-thirds of workers in Missouri worked at firms with more 
than 100 employees, which would be covered by the OSHA standard. 

More than half of workers are employed by large firms in Buchanan and Platte Counties, both 
northwest of Kansas City. This means the vaccine mandate would likely cover a majority of 
private-sector workers. But the mandate is more likely to have a bigger effect in Buchanan 
County, because less than half of adults there are currently fully vaccinated.  

Hickory County, in the southwest corner of the state, is an example of a county where the 
mandate is less likely to affect vaccine rates — even though less than than half of all adults 
are fully vaccinated. Just 14 percent of workers in the county are employed by a large firm.

The mandate could yield an increase in vaccinations in Reynolds County in southeast Missouri. 
About one-quarter of adults are vaccinated in the county, but 55 percent of workers are 
employed by large firms. 

Case study: How the mandate will hit and miss counties across the Show Me State

The U.S. map below charts the same employment data shown in the top-right map of Missouri, showing where workers are most likely to be employed by large 
firms. Across several western states, employment at large firms is concentrated in heavily populated areas, with most other counties not having a substantial 
portion of workers employed by large firms. Vaccination rates are also more likely to be low in these rural, Western counties. 

Moreover, states may fight OSHA’s emergency temporary standard. Several Republican governors and state officials have already announced their opposition to 
the mandate, including South Dakota Gov. Kristi Noem and Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton. 

Western states could pose logistical and legal challenges

Just like in Missouri, the smallest counties still pose the largest challenge to the 
administration’s goal of increasing vaccination rates. Counties with less than 5,000 workers 
account for a total of about 180,000 workers nationwide. That’s a fraction of the U.S. total — but 
these workers are the least likely to be covered by the mandate and are also the least likely to 
be vaccinated. Experts say the mandate will still contribute to increasing vaccination rates. 

Dorit Rubinstein Reiss, professor at the University of California Hastings College of the Law in 
San Francisco, says that when combined with the mandates for health care employees and 
federal workers, the large employer standard “should have an impact, but yes, it will be limited. 
I would be careful of making the perfect the enemy of the good here: achieving what we can is 
important, even if it's not comprehensive.”

Workers, employers in smallest counties less likely to be covered by the order
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Majority of Missouri workers employed by large firms
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Tracking the counties where the mandate will affect the most workers

84 MILLION TOTAL WORKERS

Large counties: 100,000 to 3.9 million workers
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Medium counties: 10,000 to 99,999 workers
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Small counties: 5,000 to 9,999 workers
180,000 TOTAL WORKERS

Smallest counties: Less than 5,000 workers
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Counties in western states less likely to have covered employees
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MISSOURI COUNTIES BY VACCINATION STATUS AND COVERED EMPLOYMENT

57 counties reported having no employees at large companies
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